Using Delegate Resources

The Delegate Resources page is a new MUNUC initiative designed to assist individual delegates and Model United Nations teams in preparing for conference. The materials consist of an introduction to Model UN designed for those with no previous exposure followed by five overviews of key topics and skills for delegates. Our suggested order for going through the materials is as follows:

1. Introduction to Model UN
2. Researching and Writing
3. Giving Speeches
4. Caucusing and Bloc Building
5. Understanding Flow of Committee and Parliamentary Procedure
6. Introduction to Crisis

Each of these topic lessons is provided in the form of a PowerPoint presentation and a handout. The concepts they cover are identical, though the handouts are generally more thorough. If you are an individual delegate looking to improve your skills, we recommend you use the handouts. If you are a club leader or faulty adviser looking to use Delegate Resources to prepare your team, we suggest that you present the PowerPoints to your team, using the handouts as a guide.

These resources are designed specifically to prepare delegates for MUNUC, but many of the skills they seek to build are broadly applicable in Model UN. Whether you are preparing for MUNUC or another conference, we invite you to take full advantage of the information provided here.

This is our first year providing Delegate Resources and we are eager for any feedback that you may have. If you or your school uses these materials, please contact Isaac Wink at usg-rb@munuc.org and Emily Harwell at usg-ecosoc@munuc.org to let us know what works and what doesn’t.